Relationship between distributions of shallow earthquakes and gradients of gravity anomaly field in and around the focal area of the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake.
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Relationship between distributions of shallow earthquakes and gradients of gravity anomaly field in and around the focal area of the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake is investigated. In this session, we will present Bouguer anomaly maps, Bouguer anomaly horizontal gradient maps, and some graphs showing relations between gravity anomaly gradients and spatial distributions of hypocenters related to the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake.

Zones with steep horizontal gradient of gravity anomaly field are presumably caused by faults bounding different density structures in the crust. On the other hand, most shallow earthquakes are supposed to be caused by dislocations at faults in the crust. From both presumptions, it follows that the distribution of epicenters should be overlapped with that of the steep gravity gradient zones. Kudo and Kono (1999) verified the overlap in Southwest Japan.

In the case of the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake, however, very low seismicity along the steep gradient zone of gravity anomaly was followed by the mainshock (Kudo and Kono, 1999). The preliminary report for the case of the 2016 Kumamoto Earthquake will also be presented.
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